“Baldwin gave me a sense of ‘what could be’ – an ideal towards which I have striven, and just as a plant keeps putting down its roots, this sentiment will continue to grow deeper in my heart for as long as I live.”

Preserving Nature Through Art

Everyone tells you to do something you’re passionate about. But, what do you do when your passions are two completely different things – like art and the environment? In the case of Tilda Essig, you combine them. You make art out of the environment that you care so much about.

Tilda has combined her two, seemingly disparate, passions in life into one meaningful career. An accomplished artist, she has focused on the environmental conservation of temperate and tropical forests, the Sonoran Desert, and most recently native grasses as the inspiration for her work. Her art clearly speaks for themselves, directly to the viewer,” explains Tilda. “That viewer may be a gallery director, museum curator, a private or corporate collector, and it may also have a message, in turn, becomes part of my message.”

As a practicing restorationist, working to heal grasslands in Arizona that have been over-grazed. Drawing on her agricultural knowledge, using rotational grazing methods, she experienced firsthand the willing resilience of natural systems. As Tilda explains, “Approached with reverence, and vision, the creativity of good stewardship becomes an art as well.”

— By Margareta Walton ’97, Chair of the Awards Committee
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Riding Out into the Apache Highlands

It is in honor of the Class of 1971 that the Awards Committee has created the Mandala Award, which recognizes a class for outstanding cohesiveness over the years and an unwavering class spirit.

This inaugural award was presented to the Class of 1971, whose yearbook – The Mandala – is a fitting symbol of the unity among these alumnae. “The Mandala, signifying the connectedness of life, has brought the Class of 1971 full circle,” said Sally M. Powell, head of school. “These women returned to Baldwin – the magical place where they became a collective group – as inspirations and role models for other classes that are ready to step out and make their mark on the world,” she continued.

The Class of 1971 shows support and care for each other, an awareness of what their time at Baldwin meant to them, and how it shaped their future, both as individuals and as a whole. One letter to Baldwin from a 1971 alumna expressed it quite eloquently, “We loved Baldwin in 1971. We appreciate it even more now. We have discovered that the deep truths we learned at Baldwin are real: to love well, to serve others, to work hard, faithfully, honorably, uncomplainingly, over the long haul, to be honest, to be truthful, to be courageous, to excel individually and together, and we’ve learned to laugh.”

Andrea Hammenschmidt Feikins ’71, who accepted the Mandala Award on behalf of her classmates, echoed these sentiments. “If you want to keep your class spirit alive, you have to nurture it. These women sitting around you are a gift. Make it a priority to stay connected. Don’t wonder who is coming to a reunion – ask people to come. Put your time and effort into the things that you value. Please believe that these people sitting around you are people worth keeping in your life.”